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Gonzaga Hall Housing Agreement
Revision : June 30th, 2016

Date of enforcement : July 1st, 2016

I. General

1. Qualifications for Gonzaga Hall
1) Students

   Undergraduate students, special and professional graduate school students, exchange students, and others.

   * Students must be enrolled as a Sogang student during each semester of occupancy, and should 

act as a sophisticated human being.

2) Guests

   -Sogang University faculty, staffs, professors and others

   -Visitors attending to school for studying means or researches (if rooms are available)

2. Limitations

1) Student who are suspended or expelled from Sogang University.

2) Applicants who have ever been expelled from Gonzaga Hall.

   (Depending on the seriousness of the cause for expulsion, the student may apply in cases when     

   he/she is given permission through special application screening and submits a written oath to        

   Gonzaga Hall.)

3) Applicants who have any infectious or contagious disease

4) Applicants who have submitted any false personal information required from the Gonzaga Hall.

5) Applicants who are seen as unadequate for the Gonzaga Hall.

3. Application
- Students who are not freshmen (including foreign students)

   Application through Gonzaga Hall website 

- Freshmen (including foreign students)
   Application through the Office of Admissions for their 1st semester. In this case, the Office of 

Admissions selects the residents for Gonzaga Hall.

- Exchange(International) Students
   Application through the Office of International Affairs or the Administration Office of each school

- Students with disabilities and student helpers
   Application through One Stop Service Center

   ※Student helpers will live with students with disabilities and assist them in their daily lives. Priority 
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will be given to the application of these students.

-Guests

 Download and fill out an application form and submit to the Office of Gonzaga Hall or by e-mail.

(All applicants are considered to agree to give information required for room and roommate assignment,)

4. Registration

1) Those who are accepted by the Gonzaga Hall must pay the full housing fees until the payment 

deadline.

2) If the applicant fails to pay full housing fees to the bank account(TBA) until the deadline required by 

the Office of Gonzaga Hall, the acceptance will be canceled.

3) Applicants must submit the following documents before moving into or on the day of moving into the 

Gonzaga Hall, after making their payment. If one fails to submit the document because of an 

unavoidable reason, one can proceed a move-in process, but cannot live in one’s room until the 

document is submitted. If this is not carried out, the applicant will receive compulsory expulsion from 

the Gonzaga Hall. Medical certificates may be issued from the health centers or general hospitals. 

Test for tuberculosis must be included. 

             - Original medical certificate (korean or english version only)

             - Gonzaga Hall License Contract (1 copy)

5. Payment Information
1) Students

   Room fees, meals and deposits.

2) Guests

   Room fees

3) The deposit will be fully refunded when the resident leaves Gonzaga Hall. In case of damages or 

losses of furniture, the cost will be compensated by deducting the amount from the deposit or by 

payment in cash. If the deposit is not enough to cover the penalty, Gonzaga Hall will claim for the 

rest of the debit until the designated day. If the resident does not settle the payment by the 

designate day, an additional penalty of 10% will be charged. 

   If the student does not move out on the given date and does not go through the given 

procedure, the penalty may be deducted from the deposit without notice. In addition, when the 

cleaning condition is inadequate, the cost will be deducted from the deposit.

6. Meal Plan
1) Students must follow Gonzaga Hall regulations for meals and make a required payment for the meal 

along with the dorm fee.
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2) Meals at Gonzaga Hall

   - Sunday～Friday : breakfast, dinner
   - Saturday : breakfast
   - No meals on Lunar New Year's Day and Chuseok. No dinner on Gonzaga Hall Festival Day as 
well.

7. Cancellation of Occupancy
1) The occupancy may be cancelled in writing, by facsimile, or by e-mail, which contains the signature 

of the student..
2) To obtain a full refund, applicants need to notify the Office of Gonzaga Hall of cancellation prior to a 

given date.
3) If applicants cancel the residence during the period between the official opening date and a given 

deadline, the deposit will not be refunded. If an applicant wants to move out within 10 days from 

moving in, there will be a penalty of 200,000won.

8. Termination of Agreement 
1) Residents should not cancel this housing agreement in the middle of the contract period without 

reasonable grounds. Cancellations must be approved by the supervisor’s office and a cancellation 

form must be submitted to the Gonzaga Hall Office.

2) If residents vacate the room in the middle of the contract period, the balance depending on this 

agreement will be returned after the penalty of 30% deducted from residence fee. When moving out 

during the last four weeks of contracted period, there will be no refund. If there are the remaining 

meals, 70% of the remaining meals, will be refunded.

3) In case when the resident violate the regulations and is removed from housing, the resident will be 

refunded after the penalty of 35% deducted from residence fee. When moving-out during the last four 

weeks of contracted period, there will be no refund. If there are the remaining meals, 70% of the 

remaining meals will be refunded.

   In this case students can't apply the Gonzaga Hall in the future. However, depending on the severity 

of the cause for expulsion, the student may apply in cases when he/she is given permission through 

special application screening and submits a written oath to Gonzaga Hall. 

9. Moving Out
1) Residents must vacate his/her room by the time notified by the Office of Gonzaga Hall after the 

termination of this agreement.
2) Residents should leave the room in the condition in which it was found when moving in(Condition of 
the Facilities and cleaning). Rooms must be cleaned for their next residents and no facilities must be 
left broken.
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3) All ID Cards must be returned directly to the Office of Gonzaga Hall upon expiration of tenancy.
4) If residents do not vacate his/her room by designated day, he/she will be removed by force. 
5) Room checks will be proceeded on the official day of move out. No one can leave without a room 

check.
6) All room checks must follow and meet the official criterion of Gonzaga Hall.
7) If a resident fails to meet the criterion for his/her room check, a second chance will be provided. If 

one fails to meet the standard for the second time, cleaning fee will be deducted from one’s deposit.
8) Residents will be billed for the removal and disposal of any personal items they abandon.
9) Those who want to move out before the contracted date must inform the supervisor at least a week  
   before their move-out. Those leaving without a prior notice of a week can only get 50% of their      
  deposit. Also, those who leave without following a proper step cannot get back their deposit.

10. Dormitory Inspection 

1) Gonzaga House should conduct maintenance work and disinfection of the entire building every 1~2   
   years.
2) The maintenance work consists of the following; 
   a) Disinfection and prevention of epidemics by killing the germs and House dust mites etc.
   b) Repair[maintenance] work of the furniture, such as beds, desks and closets etc.
3) All Residents must check out during the inspection. 

11. Bulletin Board
1) Residents should always be aware of the notices on the bulletin board. 
2) The Gonzaga House will assume that all the notices will have been read by the residents after 48 

hours and will not be responsible for any consequences due to the ignorance of the residents.

Ⅱ. Rules and Penalties 

12. Staying Out Overnight

1) "Staying out" means checking-out before 12:00 a.m. and checking-in after 5:00 a.m.
2) To get a permission for stay out overnight, all students must register for it on the Gonzaga Website 
   through the internet. (http://gonzaga.sogang.ac.kr)
3) Weekend curfews are from 1:00 a.m. to 5:00 a.m (Friday and Saturday nights)
4) Residents who wish to stay out overnight on the weekdays and public holidays must apply and get 
permission for it through the Gonzaga Hall web-site. (Deadline : 23:00 of that day) 
5) No limits on the number of dates for staying out.
6) If Residents do not have access to the website, they should submit an application to the supervisor’s 

email(gonzagadorm@hanmail.net) before 23:00 p.m.
7) Residents who wishes to make a leave for a period of more than 1 week, such as for travelling or 

returning home, the resident must get approval from the supervisors personally.
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13. Curfew Hours 

1) "Passing" includes all movements through gates A or B

2) The curfew is between 12:00 am and 05:00 am. (Sun to Thur 24:00 ~ 05:00, Fri to sat 01:00 ~ 

         05:00) 

3) Only entering the dormitory is allowed once during the curfew (only under the condition that one has 

exited before the curfew) and exiting the dorm during the curfew is not allowed. However, if one 

wishes to exit the dorm during the curfew for reasons such as smoking or medical care, 10 minutes 

are once allowed for one to exit and re-enter the dorm.

4) Under the dean’s decision, residents can get rid of the curfew for a certain period. 

14. Resident Room Inspection meetings for room-checking

1) All residents at Gonzaga Hall must get a toal of 3 times of room inspections each semester. If any 

improvements must be made, residents have to follow directions from the Gonzaga Hall.

2) Supervisor and assistants can visit unchecked rooms after a prior notice for a room check.

3) Even residents who are exempted from the room inspection meeting must get their rooms checked 

by the floor assistants for a total of 3 times during each semester. 

15. Assistant of Gonzaga Hall

1) The supervisors will pick assistants to help them for a better management of the Gonzaga Hall.

2) The selected floor assistants will receive a small amount of benefit.

3) Assistants are given authority over certain rules under the supervisors guidance.

4) Residents must follow the assistants' instructions.   

 

16. The Advantage/Penalty points

1) Residents can achieve advantage points in various ways from the supervisors by good performance. 

2) Residents can get penalty points by violating the rules. 

3) Residents can be expelled from the Gonzaga Hall when he/she gets 150 or more penalty points per 

a semester. (50 penalty points during the vacation)

4) The Gonzaga  Hall can suspend a resident's ID card depending on the severity of the situation.

5) Penalty points will be final 10 days after it has been given

6) The penalty and advantage points will be reflected upon when registering for the next semester. 

7) The Gonzaga Hall can revise the rule for advantage/penalty point when unexpected situations occur.
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<Advantage point standard>

Item advantage point Point

Ⅰ.Volunteer 
work

Volunteer work (first-aid, nursing, etc) 20
Participation in the voluntary group of Gonzaga Hall ("Angelus") Priority for next term

Participation in supervisors' duty
 10~100 

depending on 
the occasion

Volunteering in specific duties under the supervisors' indication
 1 point per hour

(10 each)

Ⅱ. Good 
Behavior 

Keeping the rules and regulations promptly 10 each
Keeping the rooms clean 10

Being a good role model to other students 10

Ⅲ.Reporting
Reporting the entering of non-residents 50
Reporting lost and found items 10

Ⅳ.Participation in
   formal events

Participating ing floor meetings  5 each
Participating in Orientations 5

Ⅴ.contribution
Raising the authority of Gonzaga Hall 10
Making a good suggestion to the Gonzaga Hall 10

Ⅵ.etc Other good behaviour/ deeds 10

<penalty point standards>

Item Penalty point point

Ⅰ.breaking the 

law

Theft (food from the common refrigerator, mail, laundry and laundry  

related items, etc.)

Termination of 
Occupancy in 
Gonzaga Hall

Outrageous and violent behaviour 
The use, possession, and/or distribution of illicit drugs

Ⅱ.Entry

Trespassing 
Residents may not enter the other gender's floor or building
Duplicating and/or transferring of ID card is prohibited 
Residents may not allow non-residents to stay in their rooms 
overnight
Altering ID card and manipulating passing records
Residents must not change or swap assigned rooms

Entering with a non-resident
70~Termination of 

Occupancy 
Voluntarily operating the door-lock and using the password for entry 
with long term

50~Termination of 
Occupancy 

Loss of ID card 10 each
Non-possession of ID card 10 each

17. Advantage/penalty point standards

1) Advantage point

 
2) Penalty points
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Ⅲ.Staying out 
overnight and 

curfew

Staying out overnight without permission/ report 10 each

Curfew violation 10 each

Ⅳ.Drinking
Drinking in school (including around Gonzaga Hall)

50~Termination 

of Occupancy 

Inappropriate behavior after drinking

 Ⅴ.Risk of fire

Smoking 
Cooking (Exception: guest room)

Prohibited electrical appliances

Ⅵ.Facilities

Damage to Gonzaga Hall facilities

Termination of

Occupancy

(re-admission

forbidden)

Failure to clean when checking-out
(re-admission

forbidden)

Dirty room conditions

 20 each

Decorating and Painting Room(Nailing, scribbling, putting a sticker)
Attaching or distributing notices or posters without permission

Ⅶ.Trash

Abandoning trash in front of the room and/or shared spaces

(including public bathrooms)
Not using specific trash bags when throwing away trash
throwing away trash out the window
Not separating recyclable materials  10 each

Ⅷ.Insincere

Administrative

Behaviour

Failure of payment by the established deadlines

30

Falsely written personal information in the Gonzaga Hall homepage 

(photo, contact number, address, home number, etc.)
Not following administrative procedures (Not keeping to the alloted 

time when moving in/out, or changing rooms, delaying or not 

submitting related documents, not following room check-out 

procedures, etc)
false statements in the application form

Ⅸ.Other

Domestic

Regulations

Other behavioral disorders in the Gonzaga Hall (e.g: attempting

suicide or creating a disturbance, threatening of murder or blackmail,

disobeying regulations)

Behavior throwing anything out the window that causes any harmful 

damage to the others

Termination of

Occupancy

(re-admission

forbidden)

Not following guidance and displaying disobedience

50~Termination

of Occupancy

Speculative behavior(e.g. gambling)
Raising pets
Wrong use of PC (e.g: spreading viruses, using fixed IP, viewing 

pornography in public places, etc)
Singing loudly(Lobby, around Gonzaga Hall, including on the grass)

Not attending room inspection(total of 3 times) 50 each
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Not following fixed dates and regulations/notices 10 each

18. Termination of Occupancy by Gonzaga Hall
1) Gonzaga Hall has the right to terminate this agreement immediately for breech of rules and

regulations, misconduct in violation of others' rights, disruption to the educational environment and

             endanger to health or safety.

          2) Violations of regulations may result in removal from housing or in the denial of housing for future

             years. The balance depending on this agreement will be returned after the penalty is deducted. The

             penalty will be 35% of the balance. There will be no refund within 4 weeks prior to the expiration of

             the contract. Depending on the severity of the cause for expulsion, in cases when the student is

             given permission through special application screening and submits a written oath to Gonzaga Hall,

             the student may apply.

Ⅲ. Guide to Living

19. Room Assignments

          1) Gonzaga Hall’s acceptance of this agreement does not guarantee assignment to a particular type of
             accommodation.(direction, location, floor, conditions of roommate, etc.)

          2) The resident may not change room assignments.

          3) Gonzaga Hall reserves the right to reassign residents to another room at any time during the term of

             this agreement.

20. Card Access System
          1) One ID Card is issued per resident only by the Office of Gonzaga Hall. The ID Card should be carried at

             all times and presented upon request of security staff.

          2) The ID card will be programmed with access levels, which allows residents to enter only the

             authorized floors.

          3) The ID card is non-transferable, and its duplication is illegal.

          4) The resident may be charged for manipulating with the door-locks.

          5) Lost ID Cards should be reported immediately to the Office of Gonzaga Hall. There is a fee charged

             for a replacement card. (50% refund, if returned in a month)

21. Cleaning
Residents are required to attend 3 times of room-inspection meetings each semester for room-checking, 
and must follow all actions indicated to maintain better living conditions.
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22. Damages and Losses
          1) Residents are responsible for the care of their room and the furniture and equipment therein.

             Charges may be made for damages to rooms, equipment or furnishings.

          2) All Gonzaga Hall properties originally in the room must be left in good condition.

          3) If the admission form placed within the room(shoes shelf) gets damaged or goes missing, it will be

            considered that there were no damages upon arrival of the current resident and it will be his/her 

            responsibility for any damage of property within the room. 

23. Bulletin Boards
All notices may only be posted at the allotted spot after receiving the supervisors' approval.

Ⅳ. Health, Safety & Security

24. Room Entry
          1) The staff of the Office of Gonzaga, or any other authorized personnel may enter the room using a

             master key in times of emergency. The room shall be locked upon the completion of the visit.

          2) Operations Center personnel may enter rooms during normal working hours after prior notice for

             prevention of epidemics, cleaning, maintenance, and repair, or to maintain compliance with health

             and safety regulations.

25. Prevention of Disasters/ Emergency Situations

          1) Residents must always be aware of preventing fire from occurring inside the building.
          2) To prevent any possibilities of a fire, the items mentioned below are not to be brought into the
             Gonzaga Hall by the residents when moving in.
             * Prohibited Items
             - Cooking devices (coffee pots, toasters, electronic rice cookers, microwaves, electronic stoves, pots,
               frying-pans, other cooking utensils.)
             - Heat producing electrical appliances (irons, electronic floor heaters, electronic heaters, stoves, etc)
             - Candles, Scented candles, alcohol lamps, other inflammable objects
             * Allowed Items
             - Electronic razors, Hair dryers, computers, chargers, stands, etc.

26. Disease

          1) Emergency Situations
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             In case of accidents, residents must call 119 and the cost incurred must be borne by residents.

          2) Infectious Disease

             a) Residents must report any infectious or contagious disease immediately to Supervisor Office of Gonzaga

             Hall during move in/out.

             b) The contagious/infected resident shall be required to leave Gonzaga Hall until such time he/she

             can present evidence from a physician that he/she is no longer contagious.

          3) Medicine is not supplied by the Gonzaga Hall.

27. Medical Report 

             All students at the Gonzaga Hall must go to either the health center or the hospital and after receiving 

             a health check, must submit the medical report to the administration office. However, students who 

             have submitted a medical report during the summer or winter vacations do not need to submit a 

             medical the following semester. 


